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Ensemble to revive
A Feast of Thunder
This ambitious original work commissioned by the
Ensemble in 1973 is as relevant today as it was then

The Shevchenko Musical Ensemble has always strived to represent the full diversity
of the Canadian identity. Perhaps the most ambitious project was the commissioning in
1973, of an original work for chorus and orchestra, A Feast of Thunder. The Shevchenko
Musical Ensemble will revive this work at its annual concert next month. With words
by Canadian-Ukrainian poet-playwright George Ryga set to music by Canadian
composer Morris Surdin, it encompasses four movements exploring the four stages in
the cycle of life: Birth, Youth, Adulthood and Death.
read more inside on page 5

Sunday, May 26, 3:30pm
Trinity-St. Paul’s Centre
Photo by Wayne Gilbert GPS Photography

427 Bloor west of Spadina

CBC’s Tom Allen
to narrate A Feast
of Thunder

The popular radio host of cbc Music’s afternoon program “Shift” will
join the Shevchenko Musical Ensemble as narrator for A Feast of Thunder.
Tom brings the heart of a musician,
mind of a musicologist and the voice
of a broadcaster to the job. Born in
Montreal, he studied at Marianapolis
College and McGill before finishing
degrees at Boston College and Yale. He
worked as a bass trombonist in New
York City and Toronto and toured with
the Great Lakes Brass. He is an author,
resident artist at Soulpepper Theatre in
Toronto and creator of a series of cabaret story-telling shows.
The Ensemble is thrilled to have such
a multi-talented individual join us in
our landmark revival of A Feast.

TMO Latins the mood
with Toronto’s Tio Chorinho
by BYRON KAUTTO
When I come to Toronto Mandolin Orchestra concerts at Trinity - St. Paul’s Centre, I like to sit in the balcony. I find it to be
one of my favourite live venues for classical
music in the city. As I settle in I look around
and take in the surroundings: beautiful
stained glass, a high arching glass ceiling,
grand chandeliers hanging in space, the
massive pipes of the church organ a dramatic backdrop to the stage. Above all, I
love the acoustics. The sound here is clear
and natural and fills the space, enveloping
the listener.
I’ve been impressed with the shows I’ve
seen recently: the tmo’s presentation of
Peter and the Wolf and Thumbelina was a
pleasure, and Tamara Volskaya in town to
celebrate the group’s 60th birthday did not
disappoint. Carnaval de Mandolin, with
Tio Chorinho, not only lived up to the

high standard the tmo has set for itself, it
surpassed it.
According to the flyer, the show promised to “put a little warm in my winter” by
presenting a “lively selection of Latin-infused orchestral pieces … and Brazilian
Choro music by Tio Chorinho”. I wasn’t exactly sure what a Latin-infused mandolin
orchestra would sound like, and I certainly had no prior experience of choro music
aside from a Youtube video I had watched
before coming to the concert, so I was eager to find out as I waited for the show to
start. As it turned out, I would have to wait
beyond the first number on the program
since the orchestra started the show with a
piece from their Ukrainian roots, the contemporary Ukrainian composition, Hutsul
Sketches by Levko Kolodub. A surprising
start to a programme pitched as an evening
of Latin music, I think many in the audi-

ence were unsure of what to make of it too.
In any case, obligatory nod to Ukraine out
of the way, the tmo did indeed launch into
a set of “Latin-infused” orchestral music. It
was terrific. Like I said, I wasn’t sure how
Latin moods and rhythms would translate
to the sound of a mandolin orchestra but
it was transporting. The orchestra under
Alexander Veprinskiy is tight and musical
and well able to convey the lively nature of
the dance-derived rhythms. After Milonga
del Angel, Bolero and La Paloma, it was Tio
Chorino’s turn to take the stage.
Like I said, I had watched a Youtube video of the group and I liked it. They’re a good
group of professional musicians. Hearing
them live, however, was another matter entirely. I was awed. The group’s artistry and
musicality shone through even more seen
live. The five members (Eric Stein, mandolin; André Valerio, 7-string guitar; Carlin-

hos Cardoso, cavaquinho; Maninho Costa,
percussion and Milos Popovic, accordion) played off one another seamlessly and
seemingly without effort. They wove melody and counterpoint throughout with one
after another of the individual performers
picking up off the last one, each of them
contributing to the song, rising to the fore
and then blending back into the group. It is
a real and rare pleasure to listen to such an
accomplished group of musicians.
The tmo returned to perform another three numbers to end the first half. All
South American, they were as enjoyable as
the first set.
The second half of the show mirrored
the first with the orchestra opening with a
further three lively numbers but it included
a special treat in the form of a duet by Ira
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Erokhina on domra and John Lettieri on
accordion. As they wove their way through
Amorado by Valdir Azevedo, I found myself
marvelling at how lucky this audience was
to be entertained by such amazing artists.
Here we all were, for a mere $35 being treated to world-class musical entertainment in
one of the city’s best venues for live music.
Tio Chorinho returned for another fantastic set, the tmo played another piece,
and then André Valerio on 7-string guitar
joined the orchestra for Suite Nordestina.
I have to say I had never seen a 7-string
guitar showcased like this. With virtuosic
classical guitar work carrying the melody
on six of the strings, the seventh bass string
kept a steady beat though the piece. Funny
thing about it is that the piece itself, Suite
Nordestina, is not something I would or-

dinarily enjoy. For some reason, it was perhaps my favourite number on the program.
The finale for the concert is hard to describe. Or rather, to do justice. It’s easy
enough to say that the two groups played
Tico Tico together and that Tio Chorinho
joined the tmo for the end of Pedlars, an
old Russian chestnut from the tmo’s repertoire, but quite another to describe how
well two such seemingly different groups
pulled it off. Maybe you just had to be there.
In short, the show lived up to its billing: it
did indeed “put a little warm in my winter”.
Bravo, tmo and Tio!

Photos by Jerry Dobrowolsky
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A Feast (cont.)

Concerts in the
community
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Ensemble displays its full capabilities
with ambitious production

TMO at
Delmanor Prince Edward

Shevchenko Choir and TMO
at Christie Gardens

The Toronto Mandolin Orchestra
was pleased to return to the Delmanor
Seniors Residence on December 17 with
a varied program – everything from folk
music to songs from musicals, classical
selections, dance music and everything
in between. Our wonderful soloists –
domra virtuoso Ira Erokhina, tenor
Hassan Anami, bass Herman Rombouts
and soprano Adele Kozak were all loudly
applauded. The accordion/domra duet,
Amorado, performed by John Lettieri
and Ira Erokhina amazed the audience.
On this occasion, so close to Christmas,
the orchestra closed the program with
Silent Night. This was originally scored
by Alexander Veprinskiy for harp and
orchestra when Andrew Chan appeared
as guest artist with the tmo at Glenn
Gould Studio.
The initiator of this “Delmanor” series,
Eda Dowhopoluk, was again thanked for
her efforts by mc Larissa Stavroff.

By now a very familair place for the
tmo, Christie Gardens Seniors Residence
welcomed the orchestra back on March 11.
The concert program was similar to that
performed at Delmanor with the addition
of a set by accordionist John Lettieri on
his “electrified” instrument which the
audience thoroughly enjoyed. Soloists Ira
Erokhina (domra), Herman Rombouts
(bass) and Adele Kozak (soprano) were
enthusiastically applauded. Although a
written program was available, it didn’t
contain details of each selection. With
true professionalism, Adele Kozak took
the initiative to describe the content of
her songs O Mio Babbino Caro (from the
opera Gianni Schicchi) and Song to the
Moon (from the opera Rusalka) which
helped enlighten the audience.
On Sunday, March 24, the Shevchenko
Choir appeared before that same audience
with a pot-pourri of Ukrainian, Slovak,
Russian, Canadian, Yiddish and classical
selections. Soloists Adele Kozak (soprano),
Hassan Anami (tenor) and Herman
Rombouts (bass) were at their finest.
These concerts were arranged by Ruth
Budd, a member of the tmo as well as an
active resident at Christie Gardens where,
some years ago, she organized a choir
from among the residents.
The audience at Christie Gardens is very
special. They not only fill the auditorium,
but they bring an amazing display
of enthusiasm and sheer joy in their
appreciation of good music. The icing
on the cake was the visit by 106-year-old
John Boyd who held back a few tears at
hearing his Ukrainian tradition in song.

continued from cover
Written for full mandolin orchestra
and originally for male chorus – reorchestrated by maestro Veprinskiy for
mixed voice – A Feast of Thunder is at once
elegiac and intimate, modern yet melodic,
and draws on folk styles and themes. It
employs elements of chorale and opera
including recitative, and is universal
while remaining wholly rooted in the
most archetypal of Canadian themes
and motifs. It showcases the full artistic
breadth of the Ensemble, challenging
the musicians of the Toronto Mandolin
Orchestra to dance nimbly through
many changes in tempo, mood and style,
while requiring the Choir to demonstrate
both its power and tenderness. Nearly
two dozen solos highlight the talents of
individual voices.
The Shevchenko Musical Ensemble
is proud of accomplishments like A
Feast. It is rare for a primarily amateur
community arts group to have the ability
to tackle the performance of such a
challenging work; and it is practically
unheard of that such a group should have
the audacity to commission such a work.
It is accomplishments such as these that
have earned the Ensemble such relevance
outside the world of folk groups and
praise from the broader arts community.
When the Ensemble premiered A Feast in
Massey Hall in 1973, John Fraser of the
Globe and Mail said projects like these put
the sme “…in the forefront of all ethnic
organizations in this country”.
The Shevchenko Musical Ensemble
presents A Feast of Thunder as part of
its annual concert on Sunday, May 26 at
Trinity-St. Paul’s Centre.

Morris Surdin

George Ryga

A born musician, Morris Surdin taught
himself to play the piano as a small child
and at the age of six began violin lessons.
By the age of 16 he was conducting his
own dance band and studying composing,
arranging and all other aspects of music.
While arranging for the Philadelphia
Pops and composing and conducting
for cbs in New York, he commuted to
Toronto to work for cbc radio. Among
his many cbc productions was the music
for W. O. Mitchell’s radio program Jake
and the Kid, music for cbc Playhouse and
cbc Stage and the National Film Board.
Surdin wrote numerous songs, concertos
and works for accordion, flute, viola and
chamber groups. He also wrote the score
for the Hollywood film Hospital. His
collection of works, more than 2,000
scores for radio, tv and film, was acquired
by the University of Calgary.
Surdin’s
association
with
the
Shevchenko Musical Ensemble began in
1970 when he wrote Suite Canadienne, a
musical picture of our land, its Indigenous
people and settlers to both French and
English Canada. This major work was
performed by the Ensemble on its Ukraine
tour in 1970.
In 1973 the Ensemble premiered A
Feast of Thunder in Massey Hall, one of
the finest collaborations by Morris Surdin
and George Ryga.

George Ryga was born in Alberta to poor
Ukrainian immigrant parents. Unable to
continue his schooling past grade 6, he
worked at a variety of jobs, including radio
copywriter. He also continued to study,
taking correspondence courses, and won
a scholarship to the Banff School of Fine
Arts. In 1955, he travelled throughout
Europe, ending up in London where he
worked for the bbc. Returning to Canada,
he published his first book, Song of My
Hands (1956), a collection of poems which
sold out within a month.
He then began to write stories and
plays. His most widely known play, The
Ecstasy of Rita Joe, was considered by
many to be the most important Englishlanguage play by a Canadian playwright.
It presented the harsh reality of Skid
Row while articulating the revolution in
consciousness of the Indigenous people.
The play was made into a ballet by the
Royal Winnipeg Ballet.
Ryga wrote seven more plays as well as
poetry and lyrics for a series of songs for
the soundtrack of his 1969 play Grass and
Wild Strawberries before his life was cut
short by cancer. He died in Summerland,
bc. in 1987. His home there has been
turned into the George Ryga Centre for
Arts and Culture.
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You say ravioli… I say perogi!

All good things too…

Shevchenko Choir joined by Italian Coro San Marco at Trinity–St. Paul’s

After 35 years on the job, Club 626 Seniors is retiring.

The annual choral concert presented
by the Shevchenko Choir and Coro San
Marco Italian choir was playfully billed
as a competition between ravioli and
perogi (or as Ukrainians say, “pyrohy”
or “varennyky”). But dumplings are
not the exclusive property of Italians or
Ukrainians. They are a staple in most
cultures of the world.
While a dumpling is simply a dough
pocket filled with various delicious
stuffings, it is what many peoples have
in common. What the Shevchenko
Choir and Coro San Marco also have in
common is their love of choral singing.
And this they brought to Trinity-St. Paul’s
Centre on February 17.
Introduced by mc Larissa Stavroff, the
Shevchenko Choir, under the artistic
direction of Alexander Veprinskiy with
accompanist Svitlana Khruslova, opened
the concert with traditional Ukrainian
songs featuring soprano Adele Kozak
and tenor Valeriy Galatsan. A beautiful
arrangement by Alexander of the Russian
Folk Song Kolokolchik with soloist Hassan
Anami was very warmly received.
Although the Shevchenko Choir
proudly preserves and reflects its
Ukrainian heritage, it has evolved into
a multicultural choir with a repertoire
reflecting the rich diversity of our country.
This was most evident in the second
half of the program as they performed
Leonard Cohen’s Hallelujah, and Friends
Song (in the Georgian language), again
beautifully arranged by Alexander.
Herman Rombouts was the soloist with
choir in Shenandoah and the AfricanAmerican spiritual, Go Down, Moses.
The program presented by Coro San
Marco with Artistic Director Daniel

Some 35 years ago, a group of newly retired seniors, who
wanted to keep active and socially involved, formed their own
club, Club 626 Seniors. Inaugural executive members in 1986
were Michael Sportun, Ron Boychuk, Pinnie Saiger, Mary
Markow, John Boyd, John Sportun and Frank Mihay. John
Boyd, the only surviving member today, turned 106 in January.
One of the first projects of the Club was to apply for a grant
from New Horizons of Health and Welfare Canada. With these
funds they purchased tables and chairs for the meeting rooms,
a freezer and a slew of pots and pans for the “pyrohy” makers, a
stereo set and television.
The Club took under their wing the “pyrohy” project which
supplied “pyrohy” for sale at the Ensemble’s Spring Frolics
(fundraising bazaars) and later monthly sales to members. The
Club established a craft group whose members made articles as
gifts and for sale at the Frolics. They also donated these items to
local charities, and members took medical supplies and sports
equipment to Cuba.
Club meetings offered talks on topics ranging from gardening,
to finances and health issues; reports on trips to China, Cuba, the
Polar Bear Express; talks on art, music, politics, and members’
experiences in wwii.
Club members enjoyed trips to Shaw Festival Theatre and
other shows, a cruise on the Grand River and other outings.
They’ve had great fun at Annual Christmas Parties and “Garlic
Fest” Bar-B-Qs.
But as they say… “all good things must come to an end”.
Thirty-plus years have taken a toll on the number of seniors still
with us, as well as their ability to get out and about. Therefore,
on April 10, a final luncheon will be held by members to
reminisce about past activities and the friendships which have
greatly enriched their lives for
more than 30 years.
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Colla and accompanist Deyi Ye, was
comprised mainly of contemporary or
classical Italian music. The exception was
the Neapolitan song Funiculi, Funicula
with soloist Michael Nasato. San Marco
also performed two selections by Ennio
Morricone – the theme from Cinema
Paradiso with soloist Michael Nasato, and
Nella Fantasia from The Mission, with
soloist Alesandra Trimmelitt.
Choral concerts of the Shevchenko
Choir have always featured young talent.
This year, 12-year-old pianist Andy Yin
performed Rachmaninoff’s Prelude in G
Minor and Fantaisie Impromptu Nº 4 by
Fredrick Chopin. Kaela de Carlos, 16 years
old, sang I Dreamed a Dream from Les
Misérables and Colours of the Wind from
the Disney film, Pocahontas. The young
people were very warmly applauded.

Both choirs joined in the finale to sing
Caccini’s Ave Maria and O Lovely Land,
words by Canadian poet Joe Wallace with
music by Paul Sweetman.
Although the harsh winter weather kept
many people away, the audience and the
performers brought a glowing warmth,
not only to the concert hall, but to our
hearts as well.
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Archivists in our midst!
Any cultural group with a history of
more than 65 years like the Shevchenko
Musical Ensemble is bound to have
treasures of its past in audio recordings,
press clippings, photographs and,
more recently, videos. These should be
preserved, not only as valuable archives
of the organization, but as the Ensemble’s
long-term contribution to the performing
arts in Canada.
As with most busy arts groups there is
little time to properly file press reviews,
concert programs, recordings and photos.
They are most often carefully put into
boxes until later.
Recently, Larissa Stavroff, herself a
reseacher and archivist, volunteered to
make order from the archival written
material and photographs which tell the
rich history of the Ensemble. Through the
efforts of Larissa, Board member Karen

So says…
So Suzuki played with the
TMO while he was in town
to attend Foreign Language
School in Toronto. He wrote
to tell us about mandolin
orchestras back home in his
native Japan
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Fydenchuk, and the office, all clippings,
photographs and souvenir items are now
labeled, filed and properly stored.
Over the years, quietly and
unassumingly,
Jerry
Dobrowolsky
gathered all the old reel-to-reel and
cassette recordings of the Shevchenko
Male Chorus, the mandolin orchestra
and the current choir, and digitized this
valuable audio, preserving it in perpetuity.
In this collection are complete
recordings of concerts at Massey Hall, cbc
radio broadcasts of 1975, 1976 on “Music
of Our People” and 1978 on “Identities”
which includes interviews with Eugene
Dolny and Morris Surdin. The archive
contains over 35 recordings spanning
the decades from 1961 to 2014. What a
treasure!
Currently a member of the Shevchenko
Choir, Jerry has participated in the

Welcome our new Administrator
Ensemble since its beginning, first as a
dancer and later as a tenor in the chorus. It
is perhaps out of love for his heritage, and
his memorable experiences performing
and touring with the Ensemble, that
he found it in his heart to voluntarily
dedicate hours of time to preserving this
rich history.
Thank you, Jerry, for this outstanding
contribution to the past and future of the
Shevchenko Musical Ensemble.

First of all, I would like to thank all
the members of the Toronto Mandolin
Orchestra for welcoming me to their
wonderful group. I had a great time in the
orchestra and learned a lot.
In my city, Shizuoka, perhaps more
people play the mandolin compared to
other regions. Ten high schools have
mandolin clubs, and more than five high
schools usually win in the top ten best
performances at mandolin competitions
every year. Because my sister was part
of a mandolin club, I played the guitar
in a mandolin orchestra in high school.
Although the club had only 15 members

playing six parts – 1st, 2nd mandolin,
mandola, mandocello, guitar and contra
bass – the club won a few prizes at contests.
Other schools had more than 30 members
in their clubs. In addition, they are joined
by flutes and percussion.
I later joined the Nagoya University
Mandolin Orchestra (numo) and changed
my instrument to mandolin. The Nagoya
orchestra has as long a history as the tmo.
Two years ago we had a memorial concert
celebrating 60 years. Currently, we have
rehearsals twice a week to prepare for two
concerts, the spring joint concert with
other mandolin clubs, and an annual

For several years now, Ginger
Kautto, longtime administrator of the
Shevchenko Musical Ensemble, has
expressed an interest in retiring. She is
nearly 80 years old after all! A concerted
search for a suitable replacement finally
began this past year. A job description
was posted and although some 25
applicants responded, none were close to
what the Ensemble and Guild require. It
was felt that getting someone who knew
the Ensemble, someone passionate about
music (especially mandolin music) would
be more beneficial to the organization.
The search has found this “someone”:
Sonja Uken from Hamburg, Germany.
When Sonja was in Toronto on a
temporary work visa for two years (20152016), she quickly discovered the Toronto
Mandolin Orchestra and became an
enthusiastic member. A certified speech
therapist, Sonja is fluent in English along

with her native German. In her profession
Sonja developed excellent skills in
working with adults, youth and children
where, as part of the therapy, she even
taught children to play the mandolin.
Sonja was also a dedicated member of
the North German Mandolin Orchestra
(Norddeutsches Zupforchester) where
she assisted in organizing and leading
projects on behalf of the orchestra.
Sonja will arrive ready and eager for
work by May 1. Ginger will remain on
staff with her until the summer break. She
may also return for a few months in the
fall to help Sonja cover all aspects of this
very busy, multi-tasking office.
With her very pleasant and welcoming
personality, we know that Sonja will
work well with all Ensemble participants,
members of the Board and other
committees, as well as with our devoted
supporters.

concert in December.
As many other orchestras in Japan, we
practice with a student conductor. Also,
a renowned Japanese mandolinist named
Inoue, teaches and gives us advice. Mr.
Inoue promotes mandolins and provides
players a chance to continue playing in his
large orchestras after graduation.
numo plays a variety of music, from
original mandolin music composed by
Japanese composers, to famous classical
music, to pop music. One of the most
popular pieces, Forest’s Beat composed
by Daigo Marumoto, is Japanese music
inspired by the scenery of Zelkova forest

in the north. Some concert performances
are uploaded on YouTube. Enter the links
below to hear music by our Japanese
mandolin orchestra.
Pomp and Circumstance, Edward Elgar
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=4O5BP7Sf948
Overture, Eiji Kaeriyama
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=ICG175wi5xk
Iris, Daigo Marumoto
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=yIe3_l2IXfI
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Upcoming events
2019
Wednesday, April 10 • noon

Sunday, November 10 • 3:30

Club 626 Seniors
Farewell Luncheon

Toronto Mandolin
Orchestra in Concert

626 Bathurst St
RSVP (905) 625-3708

Sunday, May 26, 2:30

A Feast of Thunder

Presented by Shevchenko
Musical Ensemble with
Narrator Tom Allen
of CBC Radio
Trinity-St. Paul’s Centre
427 Bloor St. W
$35 Adult • $20 student
Call 416-533-2725
info-sme@bellnet.ca
shevchenkomusic.com
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Themes and music from
popular movies
Trinity-St. Paul’s Centre
427 Bloor St. W
Info 416-533-2725
info-sme@bellnet.ca
shevchenkomusic.com

2020
Sunday, April 5 •2:30

Toronto Mandolin
Orchestra & Soloists

News from Tamara Volskaya:
Kyiv’s October Palace of Culture
marked 60 years in 2018
The folk instrument orchestra of Kyiv,
today known as the Orchestra of Folk
Instruments of the International Center
of Culture and Arts, has been pleasing
audiences since 1958. The orchestra
was founded by Yuri Tarnopolskiy and
Andriy Omelchenko. Its unique artistic
style was developed by conductor Dmitriy
Kazachkov who was joined later by
Victoria Vasilieva as conductor of the
youth orchestra.
The instruments of this orchestra are
traditional domras, balalaikas, bayans,
and percussion, enriched by Ukrainian
banduras, violins, and a wind section.
A bright feature of the orchestra is the
keyboard gusli with its unique colourful
and authentic sound.
Although the orchestra is comprised
not only of professional musicians (music
teachers, music college and conservatory
students), but of people of other professions
and varying ages, the level of performance
is professional.
Tamara Volskaya, an Honoured Artist
of Russia and world famous domra player,
remembers her days playing with the
orchestra: “My sister Nadia and I (we are
twins) were fifteen years old when we
joined the folk orchestra of the October
Palace directed by Dmitriy Kazachkov.
Full of life, blue eyed, with a head of wavy
hair, charismatic but also demanding,

he charmed us immediately. He talked
about music with passion, making us
feel we were participating in a sacred
art of musical performance. We played
Unfinished Symphony by F. Schubert; Old
Linden Tree by P. Kulikov, Overture to the
opera Taras Bulba by Mykola Lysenko,
always working tirelessly on dynamics
and the character of the music.
Although we played folk instruments,
and it was not a professional orchestra,
our director taught us that there are no
boundaries for self expression, that the
most important thing is to be faithful to
the high standards of music. Later, sister
Nadia was concertmaster of the orchestra
under Victoria Vasilieva, a very gifted and
versatile musician who dedicated forty
years to the orchestra. Today the heart
and soul of the orchestra, Ms. Vasilieva
finds new repertoire, produces masterful
arrangements and attracts accomplished
soloists and vocalists to appear with the
orchestra.”
The orchestra’s repertoire is very
diverse, including classical, folk and
contemporary music, all arranged for the
orchestra’s unusual instrumentation. The
orchestra also works with distinguished
Ukrainian singers such as the world
famous basso and Honoured Artist of
Ukraine, Anatoliy Kocherga; soprano
Evgeniya Miroshnichenko, a gem of

Ukrainian opera; Larisa Ostapenko and
others.
The orchestra has received high honours
in festivals and competitions in Ukraine,
Russia, Georgia, Lithuania, Yugoslavia,
Belarus, Bulgaria, Montenegro, and
Turkey. In 2003 it was awarded the Grand
Prix at the prestigious “World Music”
competition in Italy. Its cd has received
positive reviews in the U.S., Canada,
Australia and Japan. For many years the
orchestra held international seminars
for orchestral directors and folk music
ensembles.
Many talented musicians, former
members of the Kyiv orchestra, carry
on the work of their teachers, not just in
Ukraine but in countries such as the U.S.
and Canada. Someone very familiar to
the Toronto Mandolin Orchestra and
its audiences, Tamara Volskaya of New
York, performs as a soloist and also
created the popular ensemble “Russian
Carnival” which includes alumni of the
Kyiv orchestra, Mayya Kalikhman and
Nataliya Vsevolodskaya.

Orillia Opera House
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It’s a win-win when you
join the 1000 Club!
Cultural groups like the Shevchenko Musical Ensemble have
to invent different ways to raise funds to support their valuable
work. One of the most successful projects for the Ensemble has
been the 1000 Club Lottery which began in 1975.
This year’s lottery begins on May 7. It’s fun to participate and
even better when you win! The lottery offers 14 weekly draws of
seven names to win prizes of $100, $50 or $25. And the beautiful
part is that if you win, your number is put back in the drum for
the next draw. The Grand Final Draw will be held on June 27 in
which five $100 prizes are awarded plus the $1,000 grand prize.
By joining in the fun, you not only have 98 chances to win,
but you help support the fine cultural work of the Shevchenko
Musical Ensemble. A real win-win!
Enclosed with this issue of the Bulletin is an order form for
tickets. Just fill that out, and send it to the Ensemble with your
method of payment. Good luck!

